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In this paper we obtain an explicit expression for the reachable set for a class 
of nonlinear systems. This class is described by a chain condition on the Lie 
algebra of vector fietds associated with each nonlinear system. These ideas are 
used to obtain a generalization of a controI~bility result for linear systems in 
the ease where multiplicative controls are present. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study the controllability of nonlinear 
systems of the form dx/dt = f(x, u) where the state space is a differentiable 
manifold M. Our goal is to identify a large class of nonlinear systems for 
which there is an explicit expression for the reachable set from any initial 
state xa at time t. Recent work by Sussman and Jurdjevic [2] has established 
some of the basic properties of the reachable set in the case where M is a real 
analytic manifold but, except for two special classes of systems (Brockett’s 
Theorem 7 of [1] and symmetric systems, i.e., f(., u) = -f(*, -u)) the 
problem of obtaining an explicit expression for the reachable set from x at 
time t remains open. 
We shall assume, as in 121, that the vector field on M,f(-, u), corresponding 
to a constant control u, is complete. One nice consequence of this assumption 
is the existence of a l-parameter group X6” for each vector field f(*, u) 
where u is a constant control. The collection of all such l-parameter groups 
and their products (under composition) is a group G of diffeomorphisms of M. 
For the systems which we shall be considering the reachable set from a state x 
at time t can be expressed as the orbit of the point x under a certain subset of 
the group G. Thus one can study the properties of the reachable set from x 
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by examining the structure of the orbits of x under G and certain subsets of G 
(see, for example, Lobry [3]). Th e orbit of x under G and the Lie algebra 9 
of vector fields generated by the vector fieldsf( *, u) corresponding to constant 
controls are closely related. In the case where M andf( *, u) are real analytic, 
the orbit of x under G is the integral manifold of 9 through x (cf. [3]). Thus 
the structure of the reachable set from x can be studied by examining the 
structure of the Lie algebra of vector fields 9 associated with a system. 
Our approach will be to study the structure of the group of diffeomorphisms 
G directly. In general, this global approach is ineffective because of the lack of 
structure in G, but in the case where 9’ is finite dimensional G can be given the 
structure of a Lie group with Lie algebra isomorphic to 9’. This result, which 
is due to Palais [7], enables us to reformulate the original control system as a 
nonlinear system on the Lie group G for which the vector fields corresponding 
to constant controls are right-invariant. For these reasons we will restrict our 
attention to nonlinear systems for which the associated Lie algebra of vector 
fields 9 is finite dimensional. For a subclass of these systems the associated 
Lie algebra 9 of vector fields satisfies a certain chain condition. For these 
systems we are able to obtain an explicit description of the reachable set at 
time t from any initial state x, subject to one additional constraint on the 
associated transformation group G. For systems of the form 
dx 
__ = A(x) + f u,&(x) 
dt 
i=l 
on M, where A, B, ,..., B, are smooth vector fields on M, this additional 
constraint on G can be dropped. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduct notations and 
present some of the known controllability results. In Section 3 we describe 
some of Palais’ results on Lie transformation groups, prove our main result, 
and present an example. In Section 4 these results are applied to obtain a 
generalization of Brockett’s Theorem 7 of [l] and a generalization of the 
exact time controllability result for linear systems where multiplication 
controls are present. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of differen- 
tial geometry and Lie theory (cf. [4, 111). The following notation will be used: 
M a Hausdorff differentiable manifold, 
V(M) the set of smooth vector fields on M, 
505/19’r-4 
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diff(M) 
Ml! 
TM 
G 
-W> 
R 
R" 
R+ 
the group of diffeomorphisms of M, 
the tangent space to M at x E M, 
the tangent bundle of M, 
a Lie group, 
the Lie algebra of right-invariant vector fields on G, 
the real numbers, 
m-dimensional Euclidean space, 
the open interval (0, co), a semigroup under addition. 
exp: 9(G) + G is the standard exp map (cf. [4]). 
Suppose H C G and h C Z’(G). 
WG the group generated by H in G, 
v4LA the Lie subalgebra of Y(G) generated by h, 
@Ls the linear span of h in the vector space Z’(G), 
cl H the closure of H in G, 
int H the interior of H in G. 
We regard V(M) as a Lie algebra over R. For all X, YE V(M), we define 
the Lie bracket of X and Y by 
[X, Y](m) = X(m)Y - Y(m)X (cf. [41), 
and denote the linear map: Y -+ [X, Y] of V(M) into V(M) by adx. Then 
adx2 = ad, . ad, and adxo = identity map. If M = R” we identify M, with 
R” for all x E R” and then 
[X, Y](m) = (dY),X(m) - (dWd’(4, 
where X and Y are treated as maps from R” into R” and (dX), and (dY), are 
the Jacobians of the maps X and Y, respectively. 
We shall consider nonlinear systems of the form 
$ (t> = f(x(G W), 
where x E M and 
(i) The functions u(.) are contained in P(‘@, the class of piecewise 
constant functions from [0, co) into R”. 
(ii) For each u E Rm, f(., u) is a complete vector field, i.e., the integral 
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curve for f( 1, u) is defined for all t E R. Thus for all u(.) E Ynz) the corre- 
sponding solution to (t) with x(O) = x, n(x, u(t), t), exists for all t E R+. 
(iii) The Lie algebra generated by the collection of vector fields 
D = (f(., u): u E R”} C v(M) is finite dimensional. 
Remark. Property (ii) implies that for each vector field f(., u) E D there 
is a I -parameter group off( ., u),X,“. Thus for all t,, t, E R, X& XyS E diff(M), 
q o q = q+t, , and for all p EM, (d/d) X:(p) = f(Xtu( p), u) and 
Xll”( P) = P* 
DEFINITION. A pointy E M is reachable from x M at time t iff there exists 
u( -) E L?(m) such that y = T(X, u(t), t). We define the reachable set from x at 
time t, gt(x), as the set of points in M reachable from x at time t. We define 
the reachable set from x, W(x), to be Ut,,, 94$(x), 
We are interested in obtaining global results and will consider the problem 
of determining the following subsets of diff(M): 
G = {X;; 0 X;; 0 ... 0 X;; : ui E R”, ti E R, 71 = 1, 2 ,... } 
G+={X~;o-~oX~: ui E R”, ti E R+, n = 1, 2 ,... } 
G, = 
! 
X;; o ... o X;; : ui E R”, tiE R+, f ti = t, n = 1, 2 ,... . 
i=l I 
For all x E M, G * x, G+ . x, G, . x will denote the orbits through x of G, G+, 
G > respectively, i.e., G, . x = {g(x): g E G,). We will be interested in 
obtaining an explicit expression for G, . This will result in an explicit expres- 
sion for 99,(x), since for all x E M, t E R+, S&(x) = Gt . x. The orbits of 
G, and the structure of the finite dimensional Lie algebra 9 generated by 
D in V(M) are closely related. In particular the following decomposition 
of 3’ reveals some of the basic properties of the orbits of G, in the case 
where M is a real analytic manifold and the vector fields f (., u) in D are real 
analytic: 
B ={X:XED}~~ 
~23 = {rlXl + rzX, + r,X,: ri E R, r, + ..a + I, = 0, Xi E D, n = 1, 2 ,... }LA 
g0 = the ideal generated by ~3 in 9’. 
For all x E M, I(9, x), l(,EpO , x), and I@, x) will denote the maximal integral 
manifolds through x of 9, g0 , and 9, respectively, i.e., I(S?, x) is the largest 
connected submanifold N of M such that N, = {X( y): X E 9} for ally E N. 
Its existence, in the analytic case, is a consequence of the global version of 
Frobenius’ theorem [5]. 
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DEFINITION. For all x E n/r, t E R+, I”(se, x) 4 Xtu(l(ZO, x)), where X,” 
is the l-parameter group associated withf( b, u) E D. Lemma 3.6 of [2] states 
that It(.YO , x) is well defined, i.e., independent of the choice of u E Rm. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Sussman and Jurdjevic [2]). Consider the nonlinear system 
( j-) with the associated triple of Lie algebras (3,9@ , B). Then for all t E R+, 
x E M, Gt * x C It(SO , x), and the ~nt~ior of Gt . x is dense in G, . x with 
respect to the topology of It(PO , x). 
Remark. This result holds even when 9 is infinite dimensional, but 
Theorem 2.1 requires that 34 be real analytic and that D consists of real 
analytic vector fields. 
In the case where D is symmetric, i.e., -X E D whenever X E D, and 
everything is real analytic, Chow’s theorem results in an explicit expression 
for B(x). 
THEOREM 2.2 (see Lemma 2.5 of [2]). Consider the nonlinear system (i) 
where D is a symmetric collection of gector $elds and .9 = (DjLA . Then 
a(x) = I(Z, x) for all x E M. 
In the case where M is a Lie group G and D is a collection of right-invariant 
vector fields on G (i.e., D C 8(G)) th e analyticity assumptions are automa- 
tically satisfied (cf. [l 1,2]) and 3 = (DjLA will be finite dimensional. For a 
subclass of these systems there is an explicit expression for G, if the Lie 
algebra 9 satisfies a certain chain condition (cf. [6, lo]). We will now describe 
this algebraic condition where .M is the Lie group G. 
Suppose % is a Lie subalgebra of 8 and A E D is a right-invariant vector 
field on G. Consider the chain of Lie subalgebras of 9, 
22 c .Jz c 6% Al,, I t*> 
where 3 is the ideal generated by 9 in (3, A),, . 
DEFINITION. The chain (*) is called an A-chain if 3’ is an ideal in 2. If 9 
is contained in A, a Lie subalgebra of 9, and (*) is an A-chain, we will call 
(*) an A-chain from A. 
DEFINITION. Suppose that A is a Lie subalgebra of 3 and (*) is an A-chain 
from A. Then the Lie algebra (4, d>,, is said to be A-generatedfrom A. 
DEFINITION. Suppose Z$, , 9% are Lie subalgebras of 6p0 and 3&, C a*. 
A chain of Lie subalgebras 
9q)C~,C -‘a c iznel c GJ, 
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is called an A-series for 3Y0 terminating at .S9n if ~i+l is A-generated from 9’i 
for i = 0, l,..., n - 1. The A-radical for go, 92(A; a,,), is the largest Lie 
subalgebra A of P0 with the property that there exists an A-series for g,, 
terminating at A. 22(A; ~3~) is well defined and unique as a consequence of the 
definitions and the finite dimensionality of 9 (see [6]). 
THEOREM 2.3 (Hirschorn [6, lo]). C onsider the system on the Lie group H, 
dx - = A(X) + 2 uiBi(x); 
dt i=l 
x(0) = x,, E H, 
where ui E P(l) and {A, B, ,..., B,} C T(H). Associated with this system is the 
triple of Lie algebras (2, go, 9). Suppose 2(A; g) = So. Then for all 
t E Rf, it = G, . x,, = P(L, , x0) = {exp P,}o . (exp tA) * x0 . 
Remark. For the class of systems described in the above theorem a 
straightforward computation shows that 
2 = {A, B, ,..., W,, 
~8 = P, , B, >..a, &A/, 
and 
g0 = {ad,“B(: i = 1, 2 ,..., m and k = 0, l,... }LA 
Here 9, Z0 and g are Lie subalgebras of 9(H) and we can associate with 
these systems the triple of groups (G, G, , B) where G = {exp 6p}o , 
G,, = {exp Zs}c and B = {exp B}c . A standard result in Lie theory states 
that G, G, , and B are connected Lie subgroups of H with Lie algebras Y, 
9s and 9, respectively [4]. Thus the above theorem states that if %(A; a) = 
9s then W,(e) = G, . exp tA. Note that if g is an ideal in 9s) then 9Z(A; 9) = 
9s . This follows directly from the definitions. 
In the next section we show that a result analogous to that of Theorem 2.3 
holds for systems of the form 
dx 
__ = A(x) + ‘f qB,(x), 
dt i=l 
where x E M, a Hausdorff differentiable manifold, A, B, ,..., B, are complete 
vector fields, and {A, B, ,..., BrnlLa is finite dimensional. 
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3. DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS WITH LIE TRANSFORMATION GROUPS 
For the nonlinear system (t) on M the assumption that B = {D}LA is 
finite dimensional results in many simplifications. In particular, the subgroup 
G C diff(M) which contains G, and Gf can be given the structure of a Lie 
group with Lie algebra isomorphic to 9. This result, due to Palais, enables 
us to reformulate (t) as a nonlinear system on the Lie group G and determine 
G, explicitly for a large class of nonlinear systems. 
Suppose X, YE V(M) are complete vector fields. If M is not compact then 
neither [X, Y] nor X + Y need be complete (see Palais [7]). We have the 
following result: 
THEOREM 3.1 (Palais [7]). Let 9 be a finite dimensional Lie algebra of 
vector jelds on the Hausdorff daj$rentiable manifold M. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(A) Every L E 9’ is complete. 
(B) The set of L E 9 which are complete generate the Lie algebra 9. 
DEFINITION (Palais). A finite dimensional Lie algebra of vector fields on 
a Hausdorff differentiable manifold M will be called an infinitesimal group 
of M if it satisfies conditions (A) or (B) of Theorem 3.1. 
Thus if D is the set of complete vector fields associated with the nonlinear 
system (t) and 9 = {DjLA , then 9 is an infinitesimal group of M as a 
consequence of property (iii) of(t). 
DEFINITION (Palais). Let H be a connected Lie group whose underlying 
group is a subgroup of diff(M). We shall call H a connected Lie transformation 
group of M if the mapping 4: (h,p) ---f h(p) of H x M -+ M is smooth. 
We call q5 the natural global H-transformation group. For all p E M we define 
the mapping 4,: H -+ M by setting &(h) = h(p) and define the mapping 
(b+: S’(H) -+ V(M) by setting $+(L)(p) = (d+,),(L(e)) for all L E 9(H) 
p E M. The range of $+ is called the injinitesimalgroup of H. 
Remark. Palais shows that ++ is an isomorphism from 9(H) onto 9, 
the infinitesimal group of H. Thus for all L E 9 = 4+(9(H)) there exists a 
unique vector field E E 9(H) with the property that (6+(E) = L and exp tE is 
the l-parameter group of L. 
The following interesting result is due to Palais [7]: 
THEOREM 3.2. Every infinitesimal group of M is the infinitesimal group of a 
unique connected Lie transformation group of M. 
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If D is the set of complete vector fields associated with a nonlinear system 
then 9 = {D}LA is an infinitesimal group of M. Theorem 3.2 implies the 
existence of a unique connected Lie transformation group G of M with 
infinitesimal group 9. As a consequence of the above remark, Y is isomorphic 
to Y(G), i.e., 4’: Z(G) --f dp is an isomorphism. For all L E dp we set 
E = ($+)-l(L). Then the group of transformations G, defined in Section 2, 
can be expressed as 
G={expt,L,expt,L,...expt,L,: ti~R,L,~9(G),$+(Li)EDC9,n=l,2,...}. 
Since exp t,Li E G for ti E R, L, E s(G), we see that G C G. 
Claim. G = G. 
Proof. Let fi = ($+)-l(D) C 9(G). Then D, = {fX: X E D} is a 
symmetric collection of right-invariant vector fields on G. If we consider D,Y 
to be the collection of complete vector fields arising from a nonlinear system(t) 
on G, then G = W(e), the reachable set from the identity element in G. 
Now {Ds}LA = B(G) because {D}LA = 9 and 1(9(G), e) = G because G 
is a connected Lie group with Lie algebra 9(G), thus Theorem 2.2 implies 
that 9’(x) = G = 1(9’(G), e) = G. This proves the assertion. 
Thus G is the connected Lie group G, and G+ and Gt are subsets of G. 
Associated with each nonlinear system (t) is a triple of Lie algebras (9, ZO , 5@) 
and a triple of connected Lie transformation groups (G, G, , B) where 2, 
6p0 , and g are the infinitesimal groups of G, G, , and B, respectively. Here 
G 3 G, 3 B and GO is a normal subgroup of G since 9, is an ideal in 9 
(cf. [4]). We now use these ideas to obtain an explicit expression for G, and 
9?‘t(~) for a class of nonlinear systems. 
THEOREM 3.3. Consider the nonlinear system (t) on M with the associated 
triple of Lie algebras (9, _EpO, 99) and connected Lie transformation groups 
(G, G, , B). Let A E dip be the vector field A(.) = f (a, 0) and let A0 be the 
isomorphic image of A in 9(G). Suppose that the A-radialfor a is PO and that 
for all t E Rf, B . exp tA” C cl Gt . Then for all t E R+, x E M, Gt = Go * exp tA” 
and 
gt(x) = Go * exp tA0 * x = It(po, x). 
Before proving this result we prove the following Lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Consider the system on the Lie group G, 
dx 
- = 44 + u,4(x) + --- + dL(4; dt x(0) = e E G, 
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where Ui E @l’ and A, B1, B, ,..., B, E 9(G). Associated with this system is 
the triple of Lie algebras (Y,9s, 3Y) and Lie groups (G, G, , B) where G = 
{exp ,Ep), , G, = {exp ZO}G and B = {exp 3Y]o . For all t E R+ let 
Q1 = {(b, exp tlA)(bz exp t,A) --* (6, exp t,A): 
bi E B, ti E R+, and tI + *** + t, = t>. 
Then for all t E R+, cl Qt = cl Gt = cl 9&(e). 
Proof. First we show that for all t E Rf, Qt C cl Gt , which implies that 
cl Qt C cl G, . Suppose that n, I are positive integers; k, ,..., k, E {1,2 ,..., m); 
rI ,..., rI E R and t E R+. We let 
p(n) = (exp i (A + F Bkl)) **- (exp $ (A + T BkI)) 
x (exp (t -e) A). 
Then for n > 1, p(n) E Gt and 
l&p(n) = (exp rIBgI) *** (exp rlB,,)(exp tA) E cl Gt , 
hence 
{exp riBi: ri E R, 1 < i < m>o . (exp tA) C ~1 Ct. 
Theorem 1 of [I] implies that 
(exp riBi: ri E R, i = 1, 2 ,..., rnjc = {exp{Br ,..., Bm}LA)G = {exp a}o = B, 
and thus B + exp tA C cl G, and so Qt C cl Gt . 
We now show that Gt C cl Qt which implies that cl Gt C cl Qt and so 
completes the proof. Since every element of GtI is the product of elements of 
the formp = exp t(A + r,B, + 3-e + rmB,) where t E R+, ri E R, it suffices 
to show that p E cl Qt . Let m be a positive integer and set 
~(4 = (exp $ @A + **-+rmB,)expiA)n~Qt. 
Since lim,,, p(n) = p, an easy consequence of the Campbell-Baker- 
Hausdorff (cf. [l I]), p E cl Qt . Since t is an arbitrary positive real number 
this implies that Gt C cl Qt , which completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
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Proof. Consider the system defined on the Lie group G, 
dx - = fO(x, u), 
dt 
x(0) = e, (-i--t> 
where e is the identity in G, u E Pm) and for all u E R”, f”( ., u) is the isomor- 
phic image of f (G, u) in Z(G). This new system is related to the original 
system as follows: if xO(e, u, t) is a trajectory for (tt) and x(x1 , u, t) is the 
trajectory for (t) for the same control u, then x(x1, u, t) = x”(e, u, t)(xl)- 
note that for each t > 0, x”(e, u, t) EG C diff(M). It follows directly from 
the definitions that (Z(G), OEP(G,), Y(B)) is the triple of Lie algebras 
associated with (t-t), 
L%?,(e) = G, C Go . exp tA”, 
and 
It(3’(Go), e) = Go * exp t/lo (cf. 12, 3, 61). 
Theorem 2.1 states that int Gt is dense in G, with respect to the topology of 
Go * exp tA0. Thus we can set Gt = Pt exp tA” where int Pt is dense in Pt 
with respect to the topology of Go, and Pt2 3 Pt, for t, > tl > 0, i.e., if 
p E Pt, then p = m(e, u, tl) . exp - t,A” and if we set v(t) = 0 for 0 < t < 
t, - tl then rr(e, v, tJ = p * exp t2Ao. Similarly int P”, 3 int Pt, for t, > tl > 0. 
Claim. cl P, = cl Go , i.e., int Pt is dense in Go: First note that for all 
t E R+, B E cl Pt since B . exp tA” C cl G, by assumption. Consider the 
following system on G, 
dx 
- = AO(x) + I@,~(x) + ..a + u,,$mo(x); 
dt x(O) = 6 (*) 
where uI E P(r); A”, &a ,..., B,O E Y(G) and {Bra ,..., B,O} is a basis for 9(B). 
Let (9, Zoo, 90) be the triple of Lie algebras associated with this system. 
Then 64O = Z(G), Zoo = P(G,) and a0 = 9’(B) as a direct consequence 
of the definitions, and 9(A”, 9) = Yoo since 9(A; 99) = PEP, and 8 is 
isomorphic to 9(G) = 90. Let 9?(e) d enote the reachable set from e for 
the system (*). Theorem 2.3 implies that go(e) = Go exp tA0. Letting 
Qt = ((6, exp t,A) **a (6, exp t,A): bi E B, ti E R+, tl + a*. + t, = t}, 
it follows that Qt C cl G, . Lemma 3.1 implies that clQt = cl P(e) = 
cl Go + exp tA” C cl G, C cl Go . exp tA”. Thus cl Gt = (cl PJ exp tA0 = 
(cl Go) exp tA0 and cl P, = cl Go . Thus cl(int Pt) = cl Go . 
We complete the proof by showing that cl Pi = cl Go implies that Pt = Go . 
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We begin by forming H = G, x rl R, the semidirect product of G, and R, 
where (g, , Y,,) . (g, , ri) = (gs(exp r,,AO)g,(exp --r&lo), r. + ri). With this mul- 
tiplication H is a Lie group (cf. [I I]) and So = {( p, t): p E int Pt, t E R+) C H 
is a subsemigroup of H. If we give S,, the relative topology from H then So 
becomes a topological semigroup, a semigroup with a continuous multiplica- 
tion. If we let S ={(p,t):p~G~,t~R+}, then S,CSCH, So and S 
are open subsemigroups in H, cl S,, = cl S as cl(int Pi) = cl Go , and (e, 0), 
the identity in H, is contained in cl So . There is a result for topological 
semigroups which states that if P is an open subsemigroup in a topological 
group J and the identity of J is contained in cl P, then int(c1 P) = P (cf. [6, 
lo]). Thus int(c1 So) = So = int(c1 S) = S which implies that Pt = Go for 
all t E Rf. Thus for all t E Rf, G, = P, exp tA” = Go . exp t/lo. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Consider the nonlinear system on M 
Tr = 4x(t)) + u1(t) B,(x(t), + ... + %n(t> &n(4tN, 
where ui(.) E .9(l), A, B, ,..., B, are complete vector Jields in V(M), and 
-9, B, ye.., Bd,, is finite dimensional. Associated with this system is the triple 
of finite dimensional Lie algebras (2, go, g), connected Lie transformation 
groups (G, Go, B), and the Lie subalgebra &?(A; 39) of PO. Then 33 = 
{BI ,..., B,,Jw , Y = {A, B, ,..., B,},, , and if .%?(A; 9) = go, then for all 
XEM, tER+, 
G, . x = W,(x) = Go exp tA” . x, 
where A0 is the isomorphic image of A in Y(G). 
Proof. If {A, B, ,..., B,},, is finite dimensional, then for all ur , us ,..., urn E R 
A+u,B,+~~~-tum&n is a complete vector field as a consequence of 
Theorem 3.1. Thus 
9 = {A + uIBI + -.- + u,B,: ui E R}LA = {A, B, ,..., Bm}LA 
is finite dimensional. That @ = {B, ,..., B,},, follows directly from the 
definitions. The second assertion follows from the observation that if 
%(A; 99) = go , then this system satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.3. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. Theorem 3.3 and its Corollary remain valid in the case where 
u E U, where 42 is any class of controls which includes all of the piecewise 
constant controls, i.e., Pfrn) C 4Y. 
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EXAMPLE. Consider the nonlinear system on R*: 
dx 
where for all 
and 
i 
> B,(x) = 
-; 
2 
! 1 1 0 
57 
B2M = . 
It is straigthforward to verify that A, B, and B, are complete vector fields and 
that 
~d..A(x) = (-;:), ad,2BS4 = (-ixj, 
0 
B3b) = [B, ,&J(x) = ; 
(! 
3 
0 
adA = [ad,&,B,l = [ad,B,,B,l = [B,,B,l = [B,,B,I = 0, 
ad,B, = [adA2Bl, Bl] = -3B3, [ad,.&, &I = B, > 
and 
adASB, = -5B, . 
Thus if (9, YO, $29) is the triple of Lie algebras associated with this system 
then P’has a basis {A, Bl , B, , B, , ad,B, , adA2B1>, SYhas a basis {Bl , B, , B3}, 
and 9, has a basis {B, , B, , B, , ad,B, , adA2Bl}. The bracket structure of 9, 
which is displayed above, implies that 9Y is an ideal in 6p0 . Thus .@(A; a!) = To 
and since 9 is finite dimensional this system satisfies the conditions of the 
Corollary to Theorem 3.3 and Gt . x,, = 9&(x,) = G, exp . tA%q, = G, . z,, 
for zO E R4. It is easy to see that G, * z, = R4; for all zO = (a, , z2 , z3 , z4) 
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and y = ( yi , ya , ys , y4) E R* the integral curve through za for adAB, at 
time ( y4 - z4) is p = ( p, , p, , p, , y4) E R*. The integral curve through p 
for B, at time ( p, - yJ is q = (nr , yz , pa , y4); the integral curve through Q 
for B, at time ( yi - q,)/4 is r = ( yi , ya , Y s , y4); and the integral curve 
through r for B, at time ( ya - ~a)/2 is ( yi , ya , ya , y4) = y. Thus for all 
x0 E R*, t E R+, gt(x,,) = G, * x,, = G, . exp tA” . x0 = R*. 
4. LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH MULTIPLICATIVE CONTROLS 
In this section we will consider an application of Theorem 3.3 to the 
controllability problem for a class of linear systems with multiplicative 
controls. The following result is due to Brockett [9]. Consider the system 
on Rn: 
$ (t) = (A + u,(t) B, + ... + urn(t) B,) x(t) +Fv(t); x(O) = 0, 
where A, B, ,..., B, are n by n matrices over R, F is an n by 1 matrix over R 
and u<(.) ~@i), v(.) = (vi(.),..., z1r( .)) E 8(r). Let fi E R” be the ith column 
ofF and set B = {A, B, ,..., B,},, and 
Then 
9 = {Lk,Lk, ..-Lki: LkjE9, forj = l,..., Z}LS. 
a,(O) = {S?yj: i = 0, l,... and j = l,..,, Z},, . 
For the case where B, = ... = B, = 0 W,(O) = range(F, AF,..., AnelF) 
which is the usual result for linear system (cf. [S]). This result, which can be 
proved using Theorem 3.3, depends on the fact that W,(O) is a vector space 
when x(0) = 0 (cf. [6]). The case where x(0) # 0 is treated by the corollary 
to the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. Consider the nonlinear system on M 
dx 
__ = A(x) + f ui(t) K(x) + i WFi(x>, dt i=l i=l 
where A, B, ,..., B, , Fl ,..., Fl are complete vector Jields on M and ui(.), 
vi( .) E P(l). Associated with this system is the triple of Lie algebras (9, Z. , a), 
where 37 = {B, ,..., B, , Fl ,..., FL},.. , Y = (A, 5QA , and PO is the ideal 
generated by 3Y in 8. Consider the Lie algebras (2, PO , &), where 28 = 
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@I >***, &I , , 22 = 6% %4 , and g0 is the ideal generated by @ in 8. 
Suppose 8 is$nite dimensional, %‘(A; d) = 2s , and 
[a&pb2 .*. adx7,Fi ,E;] = 0, for Xi~{A,B1 ,..., B,}, 
i,j = 1, 2 ,..., 2 and n = 0, l,... . 
Then for all x E A!l, t E Rf, 
9&(x) = G, * x = I”(&, x). 
Proof. We will show that .%(A; g’) = ya. This theorem then follows 
directly from Theorem 3.3. Set 
& = {adxladx, ... adx,F, : n = 0, l,...; m = I,..., 1; Xi E @jLs . 
Then 2, C Z8 and if 1, is the ideal generated by 2s in {Z?,,  A}LA , [Jo, d,,] = 0. 
Thus so C 2s C {Z?,,  A},, is an A-chain from g. Set @i = (~8, &,}LA and 
2, = {adx, *.* adx,adA”adyl ... ady,)K : n, m, k = 0, l,...; Xi , Y, E g’, 
and j = 1, 2 ,..., l},, . 
If d, is the ideal generated by &Zi in {Z!i , A},, , then 2, is an Abelian Lie 
algebra as a consequence of the hypothesis on the bracket structure of 9, and 
=% C =% C {=% 9 4, is an A-chain from gr . We set aa = {Bi , &}LA and 
continue this process until gn = gn+i for some positive integer n, whose 
existence is guaranteed by the finite dimensionality of 2. There exists an 
A-series from & terminating at pa, & C .?& C&a C ... C &“, = g0 , as 
92(A; &) = 2?,, by assumption, Setting .?4?n+i = (8, , .G?JLA it follows that 
93 C S1 C ... C LB~ C LB:n+l C ... C STn+m = ZO is an A-series from g 
terminating at 2s; hence 3(A; B) = 2s and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Consider the system on Rn 
Tr (t> = (A + udt> B, + a** + Urn(t) B,) x(t) +Fv(t), 
where A, B, ,..., B, are n by n matrices over R, F = (fi ,..., f,) where fi E Rn 
is the ith column of F, and ui(.) E 9(l), v( .) = (vI( .),..., q( .)) E Y(z). Associated 
with this system is the triple of Lie algebras (2, To, 9’) where 93 = {B, ,. . ., Bm},.. , 
9 = {a, A},, and go is the ideal generated by @ in 9. Suppose 92(A; 3Y) = 
d;po . Then for all x E R”, t E Rf, 
W,(x) = etA{e-E”o}Gx + {gifj : i = 0, I,... and j = I,..., Z}Ls ,
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Proof. Let 
be a collection of n + 1 by n + 1 matrices over R. It is easily verified by direct 
computation that the system 
dX 
--g- (4 = (.J + %(Q 4 + ... + %n(t) kn + s(t) 4 + *.. + vz(t) 4) X(t), 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1. Thus for this bilinear system the 
reachable set from the identity matrix 1,+1 at time t is 
&t(ln+l) = e”.6(e%}o = P(.J$ , ln+l). 
By direct computation 
4= I($ y):i=O,l,... andj=l,2 ,..., ZiLS. 
Thus if n,: (xi ,..., x,,,) + (x1 ,..., x,J is the projection from Rn+l onto R”, 
it = “la (~tcl,+d (7)) = et”{@40 x0 
+ {dpifj : i = 0, l,... and j = l,..., Z}LS . Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.1 is a generalization of Brockett’s Theorem 7 of [ 11. For the case 
where B, = .*- =B,=Owehave90=PZ={O},W(A;9?)=90,and 
the corollary states that 
W,(x) = etAx + {Aifj: i = 0, I,... and j = l,..., Z},, 
= etAx + range(F, AF ,..., AnelF), 
which is the usual result for linear systems (cf. [S]). 
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